Learning More Universal Representations for Transfer-Learning.
A representation is supposed universal if it encodes any element of the visual world (e.g., objects, scenes) in any configuration (e.g., scale, context). While not expecting pure universal representations, the goal in the literature is to improve the universality level, starting from a representation with a certain level. To improve that universality level, one can diversify the source-task, but it requires many additive annotated data that is costly in terms of manual work and possible expertise. We formalize such a diversification process then propose two methods to improve the universality of CNN representations that limit the need for additive annotated data. The first relies on human categorization knowledge and the second on re-training using fine-tuning. We propose a new aggregating metric to evaluate the universality in a transfer-learning scheme, that addresses more aspects than previous works. Based on it, we show the interest of our methods on 10 target-problems, relating to classification on a variety of visual domains.